Overview

What is the modified KTIP Teacher Performance Assessment?

The modified KTIP Teacher Performance Assessment (TPA) is a focused collection of evidence and reflection selected from a student teacher's work, which clearly demonstrates the student teacher's efforts to analyze student learning as well as the student teacher's performance on the Kentucky Teacher Standards.

The modified KTIP TPA is organized according to the three observations during the semester.

The modified KTIP TPA is a set of ten teaching tasks designed to provide student teachers the opportunity to demonstrate performance of Kentucky's Teacher Standards.

The ten teaching tasks are grouped into three components in the modified KTIP TPA:

Component I: Classroom Teaching
- Task A-1: Teaching and Learning Context
- Task A-2: Lesson Plan
- Task B: Demonstrate Teaching Skills during Classroom Observation
- Task C: Analyze and Evaluate Teaching of a Lesson

Component II: Professional Responsibilities
- Task D: Collaborate to Address Special Learning Needs
- Task E: Assess and Manage Professional Growth
- Task F: Demonstrate Professional Leadership

Component III: Instructional Unit
- Task G: Design Learning Objectives and Assessments for an Instructional Unit
- Task H: Analyze, Use and Communicate Unit Learning Results
- Task I: Design Instructional Strategies and Activities for the Instructional Unit
- Tasks J-1 and J-2: Reflect on and Evaluate Teaching and Learning in the Instructional Unit

Goals

- To increase student teacher competence as defined by the Kentucky Teacher Standards
- To focus support on improving student teacher achievement
- To draw on student data to guide support
- To access professional growth over time
- To promote self-assessment, reflection, and collaboration
- To cultivate leadership based education (Character, Capability, and Service)

Where can you go for help?

Your supervising teacher is the first and most important resource available to assist you in preparing your modified teacher performance assessment.

How will your Teacher Performance Assessment be evaluated?

Your supervising teacher will meet with you to discuss the evaluation of your Teacher Performance Assessment and your classroom teaching performance. The following charts indicate the sources of evidence that will be examined for each Kentucky Teacher Standard.